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ABSTRACT
This paper reviewed the effect of global financial crisis on the stock market with particular
emphasis on Nigeria over the period 2008-2012. The objective of this study is to access the
impact of Global Financial Crisis on foreign direct investment and foreign exchange. Data were
generated from Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) statistical bulletin and Nigerian Stock Exchange
(NSE). Using multiple regression models with the ordinary least square approach, the study
found that global financial crisis has no significant positive effect on the foreign direct investment
in Nigerian stock market instead the instability of macroeconomic variables such as delay in
government budget, ineffective monetary policy and unstable foreign exchange to mention but few
are major causes of the downfall in Nigerian stock exchangel. For a better functional NSE, the
study recommends among others that government should ensure transparency in financial
institutions dealings, provide enabling business environment and ensure effective supervision and
regulatory functions by the CBN and other regulators.
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INTORDUCTION
The importance of stock market in any economy
cannot be overemphasized because it promotes
economic development in all sectors
(Nwachukwu, 2009 & Kalu, 2009). The
emergence of stock markets in most nations of
the world became a source of long-term
investment to individuals, groups and
government at all level. This sector in recent
times has experienced monumental challenges
which were as a result of Global financial crisis
popularly called Global Financial Meltdown
that occurred between August and November
2008, and compelled many financial institutions
and money market to experience some level of
bankruptcy (Abdullan and Obie-china, 2009;
Jenrola and Daisi, 2012).

Global Financial Crisis according to CBN
(2013) is a global situation where financial
institutions or assets suddenly lose a large part
of their value. In another vein, Sanusi (2010)
saw it as a sharp change in asset prices that
leads to distress among financial market
participants. This distress according to him,
came in form of banking crisis, speculative

bubble, international financial crisis and
economic crisis.

The global financial crisis rooted to the
mortgage loan crisis became heightened in the
United States in the early 2004 until mid-2007
when it escalated. The mortgage industry in the
United States enjoyed an unprecedented boom
whereby mortgage brokers enticed prospective
buyers with inadequate income or poor credit
history into taking mortgage loans with little or
no down payment (Ojuola, 2011). However, this
unethical action of mortgage brokers put the
global credit market to a standstill in 2007,
because the mortgage beneficiaries were unable
to service their loans which were then due for
refinancing (Sanusi, 2011). The resultant effect
of this crisis is that it spread to other sectors
thus causing credit and liquidity crunch,
weakness in consumer demand, job losses,
collapse of the stock market, declining output
and host of other macroeconomic instability
indicators (Jenrola and Daisi, 2012).

In Nigerian perspective, Nigerian Stock Market
(NSM) before the recent Global Financial Crisis
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